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ABSTRACT
Automatic text summarization has enjoyed great progress over
the last years. However, there is little research that investigates
whether the current research focus adheres to users’ needs. Impor-
tantly, these needs are dependent on the envisioned target group
of the generated summaries. One such important target group is
formed by students, due to their usage of summaries in their study
activities. For this reason, we investigate students’ needs regarding
automatically generated summaries by means of a survey amongst
university students and find that the current direction of the field
does not fully align with their needs. Motivated by our findings,
we formulate three groups of implications that together help us
formulate a renewed perspective on future research on automatic
summarization. First, the educational domain requires a broader
perspective on automatic summarization, beyond the approaches
that are currently the standard. We illustrate how we can expand
these approaches regarding the input material, the purpose of the
summaries and their potential format and we define requirements
for datasets that can facilitate these research directions. Second, we
propose a methodology to evaluate the usefulness of a summary
based on the identified needs of a target group. Third, in more
general terms, we hope that our survey will be reused to investi-
gate the needs of different user groups of automatically generated
summaries to broaden our perspective even further.

1 INTRODUCTION
Automatic text summarization has been an important research di-
rection since the early days of the IR and NLP communities [30].
The – often implicit – goal is to generate a condensed textual ver-
sion of the original input document(s), while preserving the main
message of the original source(s).

In recent years, the quality of automatically generated textual
summaries has increased tremendously with the rise of neural se-
quence to sequence models [e.g., 8, 47]. The introduction of Trans-
formers [53] and self-supervised language representation models
like BERT [12] have given the summarization quality an additional
boost [e.g., 24, 27, 28, 58]. The quality of the summaries is mea-
sured by today’s most common evaluation metrics for the sum-
marization task. These metrics, computed either automatically or
by performing a human evaluation, focus on characteristics such
as informativeness, fluency, succinctness and, especially recently,
factuality [e.g., 18, 25, 36, 38, 40, 55].

Currently, the needs of the users of the generated summaries are
often not explicitly addressed, even though this is an important
aspect in explicit definitions of (the goal of) automatic summariza-
tion [e.g., 31, 48]. For example, Mani [31] defines this goal as: “to
take an information source, extract content from it, and present the
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Figure 1: Summarization methods that are currently the
standard vs. example of summarizing while taking users’
wishes and desires into account.

most important content to the user in a condensed form and in a man-
ner sensitive to the user’s or application’s needs.” Notably, different
groups of users have different needs. In this paper we argue that
these needs deserve more attention and we lead by example by
investigating the needs of university students. University students
form an important target group of automatically generated sum-
maries, as research has shown that students can benefit from using
pre-made summaries in a range of study activities [43]. However,
the desired characteristics of the summaries have not been exten-
sively investigated so far. Note that we use the word pre-made to
differentiate these summaries from summaries that students write
themselves, for example to help them to understand a text [e.g.,
41]. Instead, pre-made summaries are made by someone else, e.g.,
a teacher who writes a summary to help students studying for
their exams. As automatically generated summaries also fall in
this category of pre-made summaries, they should have the same
characteristics as students desire for this category.

We identify and investigate these characteristics by means of
a survey amongst university students. We focus on the classes of
context factors defined by Spärck Jones [48]: input factors, purpose
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factors and output factors, which describe the input material, the
purpose of the summary, and what the summary should look like,
respectively. Figure 1 gives an example. Figure 1a shows the textual,
unstructured input and output of most current textual summariza-
tion techniques. Purpose factors are often ignored. Figure 1b shows
an example of how the interpretation of these factors could differ,
keeping the purpose of the summary for the user in mind.

We conclude this paper by carefully examining the implications
of our findings. By doing so, we contribute the following:
C1 We unveil important and underexposed research directions

for automatic summarization in the educational domain. We
structure these directions according to the context factors and
define requirements for dataset collection efforts to support
these research directions;

C2 We propose a new, feasible and comprehensive evaluation
methodology to evaluate the usefulness of a generated sum-
mary, and hence to evaluate whether a generated summary is
useful for its intended purpose;

C3 We contribute a survey that can be easily adapted and reused
to investigate the needs of different target groups regarding
automatic summmarization.

We discuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe our
survey. We present our results in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss
the implications of our research for future research on automatic
text summarization and we conclude in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
We first establish that automatic summarization methods can be of
great use in education (Section 2.1). Next, we introduce the context
factors [48] in greater detail (Section 2.2) and use them to survey
automatic text summarization methods (Section 2.3). Finally, we sur-
vey evaluation schemes for automatic summarization (Section 2.4).

2.1 Automatic summarization for education
Traditionally, summaries play an important role in education. Sev-
eral studies provide evidence that writing summaries can improve
students’ performance in a range of study activities [e.g., 3, 42],
although Spirgel and Delaney [49] provide some counter evidence.
Reder and Anderson [43] find that students who use a pre-made
summary score better on a range of study activities than students
who do not use such a summary.

Digital tools and devices are increasingly important in education,
for example through the use of mobile devices during learning, or
by using web-based tools that can support learning [19, 29]. With
these developments, educators need to be aware of the pedagogical
implications, i.e., they need to understand what is the best way to
make use of all new possibilities [1, 19].

As the quality of automatically generated summaries increases,
[e.g., 24, 58], so does the potential to use these summaries in the
educational domain. However, as we will see in the remainder of
this section, current automatic summarization efforts often do not
explicitly address the users’ needs, whereas this is an important
requirement for being able to generate useful summaries for the
educational domain. In this paper we bridge this gap by means of a

survey amongst university students, resulting in concrete sugges-
tions for developing methods for automatic summarization in this
domain.

2.2 Requirements of an automated summary
Spärck Jones [48] argues that one should take the context of a
summary into account in order to generate useful summaries – a
statement that has been repeated by others [e.g., 4, 31]. To do this
in a structured manner, she defines three classes of context factors:
input, purpose, and output factors. Each of these classes is concerned
with an aspect of the summarization process. Input factors describe
the input material that is to be summarized. Output factors describe
what the generated summary looks like. Purpose factors are the
most important context factors according to Spärck Jones; they de-
scribe the purpose of the generated summary. The purpose factors
are often not fully recognized – a statement that is still timely at
present, as we will show in Section 2.3. Each context factor class
can be divided into more fine-grained classes. In this paper we use
these fine-grained classes to understand students’ needs regarding
automatic summarization and to define important research direc-
tions that follow from these observations. We refer to Table 3 in
Appendix A for an extensive overview.

2.3 Automatic text summarization
We structure our discussion of the related work on automatic sum-
marization around the three context factor classes. Specifically,
we connect this work to the fine-grained factors that each of the
context factor classes can be divided into.

Input factors. We start with the fine-grained input factor unit,
which describes how many sources are to be summarized at once,
and the factor scale, which describes the length of the input data
that we are summarizing. These factors are related to the dif-
ference between single and multi-document summarization [e.g.,
8, 9, 28, 34, 36, 56, 59]. Scale plays an important role when material
shorter than a single document is summarized, such as in sentence
summarization [e.g., 45]. Regarding the genre of the input material,
we see that most current work on automatic text summarization
focuses on the news domain or Wikipedia [e.g., 20, 22, 27, 35, 46].
A smaller body of work addresses different input genres, such as
scientific articles [e.g., 10], forum data [e.g., 54], or opinions [e.g.,
2]. The aforementioned differences are closely related to the in-
put factor subject type, which describes the difficulty level of the
input material. The factor medium refers to the input language.
Most research on automatic text summarization is concerned with
English as language input, although there are exceptions, such as
Chinese [e.g., 21] or multi-lingual input [23]. The last input factor
is structure. Especially in recent neural approaches, explicit struc-
ture of the input text is often ignored. Exceptions include graph
based approaches, where implicit structure is used to summarize
a document [e.g., 50, 59], and summarization of tabular data [e.g.,
60] or screenplays [e.g., 39].

Purpose factors. Although identified as the most important con-
text factor class by Spärck Jones [48] – and followed by, for ex-
ample, Mani [31] – purpose factors do not receive a substantial
amount of attention in work on automatic summarization. There are
some exceptions, such as query-based summarization [e.g., 26, 37],
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question-driven summarization [e.g., 11] and personalized summa-
rization [e.g., 33]. They take the situation and the audience into
account. The use-cases of the generated summaries are also clearer
in these approaches than in typical work on automatic text sum-
marization.

Output factors. We start with the output factors style and ma-
terial. The latter is concerned with the degree of coverage of the
summary. Most generated summaries have an informative style and
cover most of the input material. There are exceptions. For example,
the XSum dataset [35] constructs summaries of a single sentence
and is therefore more indicative in terms of style and inevitably
less of the input material is covered. Not many summaries have a
critical or aggregative style. Aggregative summaries put different
source texts in relation to one another, to give an overview of a
topic. Currently, most popular summarization techniques focus on
a running format. Work on template based summarization follows a
more headed (structured) format [e.g., 7]. Falke and Gurevych [16]
introduce a more structured format in the form of concept maps
and Wu et al. [57] make knowledge graphs. There is also a small
body of work on multi-modal summarization, which has a more
structured output [e.g., 52, 62]. The difference between abstractive
and extractive summarization is likely the best known distinction
in output type [e.g., 17, 28, 34, 36, 47], although it is not entirely
clear which output factor best describes the difference.

The context factors form an excellent framework to understand
users’ needs regarding automatically generated summaries. In this
work we use them to to investigate students’ needs regarding these
summaries by means of a survey. Our survey can be easily adapted
and reused to investigate the needs of different target groups.

2.4 Evaluation
Evaluation methods for automatic text summarization can be group-
ed in different ways. One way is in intrinsic vs. extrinsic evaluation
methods [32]. Intrinsic methods evaluate the model itself, for exam-
ple on informativeness or fluency [e.g., 28, 40]. Extrinsic methods
target how well the summary performs when used for a certain
task [e.g., 13, 55]. Extrinsic methods require a lot of resources, which
explains the popularity of intrinsic methods.

Another popular way to distinguish different types of evalua-
tion metrics is between automatic and human evaluation. Over the
years, different automatic metrics have been proposed. Rouge [25],
which is most popular, evaluates on lexical similarity. The recently
proposed BERTScore [61] evaluates on semantic similarity. Wang
et al. [55] introduce an automatic extrinsic way of evaluating gen-
erated summaries, by automatically generating questions about
an input document and answering these questions based on the
summary. A similar approach is proposed by Durmus et al. [15].
Most human evaluation approaches evaluate intrinsic factors such
as informativeness, readability and conciseness [14, 28, 34, 40] –
factors that are difficult to evaluate automatically. There are some
examples of extrinsic human evaluation methods, where judges are
asked to perform a certain task based on the summary. Examples
are relevance assessment, where the relevance of a document for
a certain topic is judged based on its summary [13], and reading
comprehension, such as question answering [36].

39.0% 61.0%

Bachelor Master

(a) Study levels.

17.1% 53.6% 29.3%

Medical STEM SocSci/Busin./Human.

(b) Study backgrounds.

Figure 2: Participant details.

So far, usefulness is not evaluated in a feasible and comprehen-
sive manner, whereas it is an important metric to evaluate whether
generated summaries fulfil users’ needs. In this paper, we follow
the definition of the English Oxford Learner’s Dictionary1 for use-
fulness: “the fact of being useful or possible to use”, where useful
is defined as “that can help you to do or achieve what you want”.
The few existing metrics are often either very resource demanding
and too task specific [e.g., 13, 44] or too little specific and hence
ignoring the purpose factors [e.g., 14]. Moreover, these metrics
are ignored by most current work on automatic summarization. In
this paper we aim to bridge the gap by introducing a feasible and
comprehensive evaluation methodology to evaluate usefulness.

3 SURVEY PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURE
In order to identify the requirements for automatic summarization
methods that can serve the educational domain, we conduct a sur-
vey amongst university students. In this section we describe the
participants (Section 3.1) and our survey procedure (Section 3.2).

3.1 Participants
We recruited participants among university students by contacting
ongoing courses and student associations, and through advertise-
ments on internal student websites. As an incentive, we offered a
ten euro shopping voucher to ten randomly selected participants.

A total of 118 participants started the survey and 82 completed
the full survey, resulting in a 69.5% completion rate.We only include
participants who completed the study in our analysis. Participants
spent 10 minutes on average on the survey. In the final part of
our survey we ask participants to indicate their current level of
education and main field of study. The details are given in Figure 2.

3.2 Survey procedure
Figure 3 shows a brief and schematic overview of our survey pro-
cedure. A detailed account is given in Appendix B, Figure 8. We
arrived at the final version of the survey after a number of initial
pilot runs where we ensured participants understood their task
and all questions. We ran the survey with surveymonkey.com. The
entire survey – with the exact formulation of the instructions, ques-
tions and answer options – is included in Appendix C to ensure
reproducibility. Our survey can be re-used to inquire different tar-
get groups, with some modifications to match the target group. For
example, the current framing around study activities can easily be
adapted to activities representative for another target group. As

1https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/
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Figure 3: Overview of survey procedure.

such, we hope that our survey can also serve as a starting point
to investigate the needs of many other user groups of automatic
summarization.

Introduction. The survey starts with an introduction in which
we explain to participants what to expect, how we process the data
and that participation is voluntarily. After participants agree with
this, an explanation of the term pre-made summary follows. As we
do not want to bias participants by stating that the summary was
automatically generated, we explain that this summary can be made
by anyone, e.g., a teacher, a good performing fellow student, the au-
thors of the original material, or a computer. Recall from Section 1
that an automatically generated summary is a pre-made summary
and, hence, our survey identifies the characteristics a good, auto-
matically generated summary should have. We also give examples
of types of pre-made summaries; based on the feedback from pilot
experiments we noticed that participants were missing this infor-
mation. We explicitly state that these are just examples and that
participants can come up with any type of summary themselves.

Context factors. In the main part of our survey we focus on
the context factors. First, we ask participants whether they have
made use of a pre-made summary in one of their recent study
activities. If so, we ask them to choose the study activity where a
summary was most useful. We call this group of participants the
remembered group, as they describe an existing summary from
memory. If participants indicate that they have not used a pre-
made summary in one of their recent study activities, we ask them
whether they can imagine a situation where a pre-made summary
would have been helpful. If not, we ask them to explain their answer
and lead them to the final background questions and closing page.
If yes, we ask them to keep this imaginary situation in mind for the
rest of the survey. We call this group the imagined group.

Now we ask the remembered and imagined groups about the
input, purpose and output factors of the summary they have in
mind. We ask questions for each of the subcategories of the context
factors that we discussed in Section 2. At this point, the two groups
are in different branches of the survey. The difference between the
branches is mainly linguistically motivated: in the imagined group
we use verbs of probability instead of asking them to describe an
existing situation. A number of questions can only be asked in the
remembered group, e.g., how helpful the summary was.

For the first question of the context factors part, we ask par-
ticipants what the study material consisted of. We give them a
number of options, as well as an ‘other’ checkbox. To avoid po-
sition bias, all answers options for multiple choice and multiple
response questions in the survey are randomized, with the ‘other’
checkbox always as the last option. If participants do not choose the
‘mainly text’ option for this first question, we tell them that we fo-
cus on textual input in the current study2 and we ask them whether

2We acknowledge that other modalities as well as a mixture of modalities are important
to investigate, but leave this for future work to ensure clarity in our results.

Table 1: Different levels of investigation.We did not find sig-
nificant differences for each, but add all for completeness.

1 All respondents together
2 Remembered branch vs imagined branch
3 Different study fields
4 Different study levels
5 Different levels of how helpful the summary was according

to participants, rated on a 5-point Likert Scale (note that only
the remembered group answered this question)

they can think of a situation where the input material consisted of
text. If not, we lead participants to the background questions and
closing page. If yes, they proceed to the remaining questions that
give us a full overview of the input, purpose and output factors
of the situation that participants have in mind. Finally, we ask the
remembered group to suggest how their described summary could
be turned into their ideal summary. We then ask both groups for
any final remarks about the summary or input material.

Trustworthiness and future features questions. Up to this point
we have included the possibility that the summary was made by a
computer program, but explicitly also included other options to not
bias students. At this point we acknowledge that machine generated
summaries could give rise to additional challenges, but also to new
opportunities. Although not the main focus of the study, we include
some exploratory questions to get an initial understanding of the
trust users would have in machine-generated summaries and to
get some preliminary ideas for the interpretation of the context
factors in a less standard setting. For the first set of questions
we tell participants to imagine that the summary was made by a
computer, but contained all the needs that were identified in the
previous part of the survey. We then ask them questions about trust
in computer versus human generated summaries. As a next step
we ask participants to imagine that they could interact with the
computer program that made the summary in the form of a digital
assistant. We tell them not to feel restricted by the capabilities of
today’s digital assistants. The full scenario sketch can be found
in Appendix C. We then ask participants to select the three most
useful and the three least useful features for the digital assistant
this scenario, in a similar fashion as ter Hoeve et al. [51].

4 SURVEY RESULTS
Here we present the outcomes for each survey question. We exam-
ine the outcomes of all respondents together, but we also investigate
the difference between different subcategories of participants, as
summarized in Table 1. For space and clarity reasons, we present the
results on a per group level when interesting differences are found,
otherwise we present the results of all respondents together. We
use the question formulation as used for the remembered group and
abbreviate the answer options. Our results open many important
research directions for future work on automatic text summariza-
tion in the educational domain. We discuss the implications of our
findings in Section 5.
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(a)Medium: The studymaterial consisted of
(MC)
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(b) Scale / Unit: What was the length of the
study material? (MC)

0% 50% 100%
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same book
Mult. chapt.

various books
Combination

Don't know
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5.5

9.6

0.0

19.2

9.6

43.8**

1.4

11.0 all resps.

(c) Genre: What was the genre of the study
material? (MC)

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Educational

Scientific

Nonfiction

Fiction

Other

G
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re

58.9**

39.7**

1.4

0.0

0.0 all resps.

(d) Subject Type:Howwould you classify the
difficulty level of the study material? (MC)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Ordinary

Specialized
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based
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ub
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ct

 T
yp

e

12.3

86.3**

1.4
all resps.

(e) Structure: How was the study material
structured? (MR)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

None

Title / titles

Subheadings

Chapters

Sections and/or
paragraphs

Don't know

Other

S
tru

ct
ur

e

6.8

54.8

58.9

60.3

78.1

4.1

2.7 all resps.

Figure 4: Results for the input factor questions. Specific input factor in italics. Answer type in brackets: MC =Multiple Choice,
MR = Multiple Response. ** indicates significance (𝜒2), after Bonferroni correction, with 𝑝 ≪ 0.001. If two options are flagged
with **, these options are not significantly different from each other, yet both have been chosen significantly more often than
the other options.
4.1 Identifying branches
Of our participants, 78.0% indicated that they had used a pre-made
summary before and hence they were led to the remembered branch.
Of the remaining 22.0%, 78.2% responded that they could think
of a situation where a pre-made summary would be useful for
them. They were led to the imagined branch. We asked the few
remaining participants why they could not think of a situation.
People answered that theywould not trust a pre-made summary and
that making a summary themselves helped them with their study
activities. Previous work has indeed found that writing summaries
can help with tasks such as reading comprehension [e.g., 41].

4.2 Input factors
Figure 4 shows the results for the input factor questions. Here we
highlight some particularly noteworthy results. First, we see that
textual input is significantlymore popular than the other input types
(Figure 4a). This result is based on participants’ initial responses and
not on the follow up question if they selected another option than
‘text’. This stresses the relevance of automatic text summarization.
Furthermore, participants described a very diverse input for the
factors scale and unit (Figure 4b) – much more diverse than the clas-
sical focus of automatic summarization. Figure 4e shows that most
input material had a considerable amount of structure. Typically,

this structure is discarded in work on automatic summarization,
even though it can be an important source of information.

4.3 Purpose factors
Figure 5 shows the results for the purpose factor questions. A first
important result is that participants indicated that the summary
was helpful or very helpful (Figure 5f), which allows us to draw valid
conclusions from the results of this survey.3 Having established this,
we now highlight a number of particularly interesting results from
the other questions in this category. When we look at the (ideal)
intended audience of the summaries, we find that students selected
the targeted level (4) and (5) – defined as “a lot (4) or full (5) domain
knowledge is expected from the users of the summary" – significantly
more often than the other options (Figure 5d). Although perhaps
an unsurprising result given our target group and their usage of
the summaries, it is an important outcome to determine as this
expressed need requires a very different level of detail than a, for
example, brief overview of a news article.

Figure 5e shows the variety of use cases that students used the
summary for. We can see that many different use cases are popular,

3Because we do not find any significant differences in the overall results when we
exclude the few participants who did not find their summary helpful and we do not
find many correlations w.r.t. how helpful a summary was and a particular context
factor, we choose to include all participants in the analysis, regardless of how helpful
they found their summary, for completeness.
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(a) Situation (1): What was the goal of this
study activity? (MC)

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Studying 
for exam

Writing

Homework

Other

G
oa

l

83.6**

9.6

5.5

1.4 all resps.

(b) Situation (2): Who made this pre-made
summary? (MC, Only if remembered)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Teacher / TA

Fellow student

Official orga.

The authors of
orig. material

Computer program

Don't know

Other

S
um

m
ar

y 
au

th
or

6.6

63.9**

11.5

9.8

0.0

6.6

1.6 remembered

(c) Situation (3): The summary was made
specifically to help me (and potentially my
fellow students) with my study activity (LS,
Only if remembered)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

I don't know.

M
ad

e 
to

 h
el

p 
m

e

4.9

11.5

9.8

24.6

49.2**

0.0 remembered

(d) Audience: For what type of people was
the summary intended? (LS)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Untargeted (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Targeted (5)

A
ud

ie
nc

e 
ty

pe

1.4

4.1

16.4

43.8*

34.2* all resps.

(e) Use (1): How did this summary help you
with your task? (MR)

0% 50% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

Retrieval

Preview

Substitute

Refresh memory

Reminder

Overview

Understanding

Other

U
sa

ge

32.8

14.8

34.4

54.1

3.3

77.0

37.7

3.3

41.7

16.7

33.3

91.7

8.3

100.0

41.7

remem-
bered
imagi-
ned

(f) Use (2): Overall, how helpful was the pre-
made summary for you? (LS, Only if remem-
bered)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Percentage of Respondents

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

H
ow

 h
el

pf
ul

0.0

6.6

13.1

37.7*

42.6*

remembered

Figure 5: Results for the purpose factor questions. Specific purpose factor in italics. Answer type in brackets: MC = Multiple
Choice, MR = Multiple Response, LS = Likert Scale. ** indicates significance (𝜒2), after Bonferroni correction, with 𝑝 ≪ 0.001, *
with 𝑝 < 0.05. † indicates noteworthy results where significance was lost after correction for the number of tests. If two options
are flagged, these options are not significantly different from each other, yet both were chosen significantly more often than
the other options.
whereas the current research on automatic summarization mainly
focuses on giving an overview of the input document(s). We decide
to show the results according to the remembered vs. imagined splits,
as we find that the imagined group chose the options refresh mem-
ory and overview more often than the remembered group (Fisher’s
exact test, 𝑝 < 0.05). Although this result is not significant after
a Bonferroni correction (to correct for the number of tests), we
think this can still be insightful when designing future research
directions for automatic summarization. Finally, we found that par-
ticipants in the imagined group ticked more boxes than participants
in the remembered group: 3.33 vs. 2.57 per participant on average,
stressing the importance of considering many different use cases
for automatically generated summaries.

4.4 Output factors
Figure 6 shows the results for the output factor questions. Textual
summaries were significantlymore popular than the other summary
types (Figure 6a), which again stresses the importance of automatic
text summarization. We find that most participants indicated that
the summary covered (or should cover) most of the input material

(Figure 6c) – a very relevant observation to consider when designing
methods for automatic summarization for the educational domain.

For the output factor style we find an interesting difference be-
tween the remembered and imagined group (Figure 6d). Whereas
the remembered group described significantly more often an in-
formative summary, the imagined group opted significantly more
often for a critical or aggregative summary. Most research on au-
tomatic summarization focusses on informative summaries only –
this result opens up important directions for future research.

The results for the described output structure of the summary
(Figure 6b) are also very insightful. Participants described a sub-
stantially richer format of the pre-made summaries than is adopted
in most research on automatic summarization. Instead of consisting
of just a running text, the vast majority of participants indicated
that the summary contained (or should contain) all kinds of struc-
tural elements such as special formatting, diagrams, headings, etc.
Moreover, we find that participants in the imagined group ticked
more answer boxes on average than participants in the remembered
group: 4.17 vs. 3.56 per participant, indicating a desire for structure
in the generated summaries. This is supported by the answers to
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(c) Material: How much of the study mate-
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(d) Style: What was the style of this sum-
mary? (MC)
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Figure 6: Results for the output factor questions. Specific output factor in italics. Answer type in brackets: MC = Multiple
Choice, MR = Multiple Response, LS = Likert Scale. ** indicates significance (𝜒2 or Fisher’s exact test), after Bonferroni correc-
tion, with 𝑝 ≪ 0.001, * with 𝑝 < 0.05.
the open-ended question where we asked participants in the re-
membered group what would be needed to optimize the described
summary. We discuss these results in the next paragraph.
4.4.1 Open answer questions. We asked the participants who de-
scribed an existing summary how this summary could be trans-
formed into their ideal summary. Of the participants who filled out
this question, 86.9% made suggestions. Many of these suggestions
are centered around adding additional structural elements to the
summary, like figures, diagrams or tables. For example, one of the
participants wrote: “An ideal summary is good enough to fully re-
place the original (often longer) texts contained in articles that need to
be read for exams. The main purpose behind this is speed of learning
from my experience. More tables, graphs and visual representations
of the study material and key concepts / links would improve the
summary, as I would faster comprehend the study material.”

Participants also indicated a desire for more structure in the
summary text itself, for example: “– colors and a key for color-coding
– different sections, such as definitions on the left maybe and then the
rest of the page reflects the structure of the course material with notes
on the readings that have many headings and subheadings.”

Another theme that can be distilled from participants’ answers is
the desire to have more examples in the summary. One participant
wrote: “More examples i think. For me personally i need examples to
understand the material. Now i needed to imagine them myself”.

Some participants wrote that they would like to have a more
personalized summary, for example: “I’d highlight some things I find

difficult. So I’d personalise the summary more.” Another participant
wrote: “Make it more personalized may be. These notes were by an-
other student. I might have focussed more on some parts and less on
others.”

4.5 Trustworthiness and future features
In this section we report the results for the exploratory questions
that we asked about the trustworthiness of a summary generated by
a machine versus a human, as well as the results for the questions
about features for summarization with a digital voice assistant.

We find that participants are divided on the question whether it
would make a difference to them whether the summary was gen-
erated by a machine or a computer. If we look at all participants
together, we find that 48.0.% of the participants answered that it
would make a difference, whereas 52.0% answered that it would not.
However, if we split the participants based on study background, an
interesting difference emerges (Figure 7a). Participants with a back-
ground in STEM indicated significantly more often that it would
not make a difference to them, whereas the other groups of students
indicated the opposite. Almost all participants who answered that it
would make a difference said that they would not trust a computer
on being able to find the relevant information, i.e., all seemed to
favor the human generated summary. Only one participant advo-
cated for the computer generated summary as a “computer is more
objective.” Almost all participants who said it would not matter to
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(c) Please choose the three most useful fea-
tures for a digital assistant to have in this
scenario. (MR)
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Figure 7: Results for the future feature questions. Answer type in brackets. MC = Multiple Choice, MR = Multiple Response.
** indicates significance (𝜒2 or Fisher’s exact test), after Bonferroni correction, with 𝑝 ≪ 0.001.

them did add the condition that the quality of the generated sum-
mary should be as good as if a human had generated it. One person
wrote: “If the summary captures all previously discussed elements it
is effectively good for the same purpose. So then it does not matter
who generated it.” This comment exactly captures the motivation
of the setup of our survey.

This caution regarding automatically generated summaries is
confirmed by the question where we asked which type of summary
participants would trust more – a human generated one or a ma-
chine generated one. People chose the human generated summary
significantly more often (Figure 7b). This also holds for the partici-
pants with a STEM background, which aligns with the responses
to the open questions we reported earlier – apparently participants
do not fully trust that the condition they raised earlier would be
satisfied, namely that only if the machine was just as good as the
human, it would not matter for them whether the summary was
generated by a machine or a human.

The results for the most and least useful features for a digital
assistant in a summarization scenario are given in Figure 7c and 7d.
Addingmore details to the summary and answering questions based
on the content of the summary are very popular features, whereas
summarizing parts of the input material with less detail is not.

Lastly, we asked participants whether they could think of any
other features that they would like their digital assistant to have
in the outlined scenario. A number of participants answered that

they would like the digital assistant to generate questions based on
the summary, so that they could test their own understanding. For
example, one participant said: “Make questions for me (to test me)”
and another participant had a related comment: “Maybe the the
digital assistant could find old exam questions to link to parts of the
summary where the question is related to, so that there is a function
to test if you’ve understood the summary.” Another line of answers
pointed towards giving explicit relations between the input material
and summary, for example: “Show links between subject materials
and what their relation is” and another person wrote: “Dynamic
linking from summary to original source is a great added value of
generating a summary”.

5 IMPLICATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In the previous section we have presented the results of our survey
on a per question basis. Here we discuss our findings as general im-
plications for future research on summarization in the educational
domain (Section 5.1) and we propose a methodology to evaluate
the usefulness of generated summaries (Section 5.2).

5.1 Context factors
In Table 2 we summarize the implications of our findings for fu-
ture research efforts on summarization methods and models in
the educational domain, as well as the requirements for datasets
that support these directions. By doing so, we formulate a renewed
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Table 2: Implications of our findings, focusing on the context factors and dataset collection efforts.

Context Factor Implications for summarization methods Implications for dataset requirements

Input factors Increase focus on developing methods and models that:
• can handle a wide variety and a mixture of input
documents at once;

• can understand the relationships between different
input documents;

• can use the structure of the input documents.

• Increase usage of existing datasets that are close to
the educational domain in terms of genre, scale and
subject type [e.g., 10, 22, 27].

• Collect additional datasets with an educational genre
and scale, such as a combination of study books and
book chapters and different related research articles.

Purpose factors • Explicitly define standpoint on purpose factors in
each research project.

• Include a comprehensive evaluation methodology to
evaluate usefulness (we propose this in Section 5.2).

• Increase usage of existing datasets that contain
ground truth summaries that require a lot of domain
knowledge [e.g., 10] and collect additional datasets
with this requirement in the educational domain.

• Collect datasets in the educational domain with la-
beled summaries meant for different use cases, e.g.,
previewing the input, reviewing it, substituting it, etc.

Output factors Increase focus on developing methods and models that:
• can explicitly model and understand relationships
between different elements in the summary and po-
tentially relate this back to the input document(s);

• can output different summary styles; informative, ag-
gregative or critical. Especially these last two require
a deep understanding of the input document(s).

• Collect datasets from the educational domain that in-
clude ground truth summaries with different formats
and styles.

perspective on important future research directions for automatic
summarization in the educational domain.

5.2 Usefulness as evaluation methodology
Following Spärck Jones [48] and Mani [31] we argue that only a
correct choice of context factors will result in a useful summary
for users, i.e., following the definition from Section 2, a summary
that can help users do or achieve what they want. Moreover, it is
important to explicitly evaluate this usefulness. In our survey we
found that participants mostly found their described summaries
very helpful, yet it is hard to define a single factor that makes a
summary particularly helpful and hence simply checking for cer-
tain context factors will not lead to a comprehensive evaluation
of the usefulness of a generated summary. Instead, it is the com-
bination of factors that counts. Therefore, usefulness can best be
evaluated with a human evaluation. As existing metrics are very re-
source demanding [e.g., 13, 44] or not comprehensive enough [e.g.,
14], we propose a feasible and comprehensive method to evaluate
usefulness.

First, from the purpose factors, the intended use factors [48]
of the summary need to be identified. The use factors as defined
by Spärck Jones are: using the summary to retrieve a document, to
preview a document, to substitute it entirely, to refresh your mem-
ory or to prompt you to read the source text. If required, one can
add additional use factors, such as understanding the document or
getting an overview of the document, which both were two popular
options in our survey. Next, the output factors need to be evaluated
on these use factors. For this, we take inspiration from research on
simulated work tasks [5]. Evaluators should be given a specific task

to imagine, e.g., writing a news article, or studying for an exam. This
task should be relatable to the evaluators, so that reliable answers
can be obtained [6]. With this task in mind, evaluators should be
asked to judge two summaries in a pairwise manner on their useful-
ness, in the following format: The [output factor] of which of these
two summaries is most useful to you to [use factor]? An example of
such a question would be: The style of which of these two summaries
is most useful to you to substitute a chapter that you need to learn
for your exam preparation? As with all human evaluations, it is
important to ensure that judges understand the meaning of each of
the evaluation criteria, e.g., style and substitute in the example. We
give example questions for each of the remaining output and use
factors in Appendix D.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have argued for an increased focus on the needs
of users of automatically generated summaries. We have lead by
example by investigating the needs of an important target group of
automatically generated summaries: university students. By means
of a survey, we focused on three classes of essential context factors:
input, purpose and output factors. We have identified a renewed
perspective on the future of automatic summarization research
in the educational domain, both in terms of methods and models
and in terms of dataset collection efforts. We also proposed a new
methodology to evaluate the usefulness of automatically gener-
ated summaries. Our study opens important future directions for
automatic summarization in the educational domain and aims to in-
spire follow up research that identifies the needs of different target
groups of automatic summarization methods.
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A OVERVIEW CONTEXT FACTORS

Table 3: Overview of different context factors classes defined by Spärck Jones [48], with descriptions of the factors within these
classes.

Input Factors Purpose Factors Output Factors

Form Situation Material

Structure: How is the input text structured?
E.g. subheadings, rhetorical patterns, etc.

Tied: It is known who will use the summary,
for what purpose and when.

Covering: The summary covers all of the
important information in the source text.

Scale: How large is the input data that we
are summarizing? E.g. a book, a chapter, a
single article, etc.

Floating: It is not (exactly) known who will
use the summary, for what purpose or when.

Partial: The summary (intentionally) covers
only parts of the important information in
the source text.

Medium: What is the input language type?
E.g. full text, telegraphese style, etc. This also
refers to which natural language is used.

Audience Format

Genre: What type of literacy does the input
text have? E.g. description, narrative, etc.

Targetted: A lot of domain knowledge is ex-
pected from the readers of the summary.

Running: The summary is formatted as an
abstract like text.

Subject Type Untargetted: No domain knowledge is ex-
pected from the readers of the summary.

Headed: The summary is structured follow-
ing a certain standardised format with head-
ings and other explicit structure.

Ordinary: Everyone could understand this
input type.

Use Style

Specialized: You need to speak the jargon to
understand this input type.

Retrieving: Use the summary to retrieve
source text.

Informative: The summary conveys the raw
information that is in the source text.

Restricted: The input type text is only under-
standable for people familiar with a certain
area, for example because it contains local
names.

Previewing: Use the summary preview a text
that one is about to read.

Indicative: The summary just states the topic
of the source text, nothing more.

Unit Substitutes: Use the summary as a substitute
for the source text.

Critical: The summary gives a critical review
of the merits of the source text.

Single: Only one input source is given. Refreshing: Use the summary to refresh ones
memory of the source text.

Aggregative: Different source texts are put in
relation to one another to give an overview
of a certain topic.

Multi: Multiple input sources are given Prompts: Use the summary as action prompt
to read the source text.
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B SURVEY OVERVIEW

Used pre-made summary?

Can you think of situation?Consisted of…?

Yes No

Text Other

Recall text?

Yes No

Goal?

Input?

Purpose?

Output?

Anything else?

NoYes

Why?Consisted of…?

Text Other

Recall text?

Yes No

Goal?

Input?

Purpose?

Output?

Anything else?

Difference human vs machine?

Digital assistance features?

Background?

Thank you!

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Remember a 
pre-made summary

Imagine a 
pre-made summary

Future feature 
questions

Closing questions

Figure 8: Overview survey design.
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C VERBATIM SURVEY OVERVIEW
Table 4: A complete overview of the survey. This table includes the explanation that participants received, as well as all the
questions and the answer options. If a question was the start of a branch, the direction of the branch has been written behind
the answer options in italic. (Thiswas never shown to the participants.) Note that the surveywas performed in SurveyMonkey.4

The survey had a lay-out as provided by SurveyMonkey, i.e., it consisted of different pages and colors were used to highlight
certain important parts in texts.

Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q1 Introduction and Instructions

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey! Before you start, please take the time to read these instructions
carefully. If you still have any questions after reading the instructions, please send them to [anonymized].

We will give away 10 [anonymized] vouchers of 10 [anonymized currency] each among the participants. If you
would like to take part in the raffle, you can leave your email address at the end of this survey.

Goal of the study

The goal of this survey is to get insight in how summaries help or can help you when studying.

What the survey will look like

In what follows you will get questions that aim to develop an understanding for:
• For which types of study material it is useful to have summaries
• How these summaries can help you with your task
• What these summaries should look like

We expect this survey to take approximately 10 minutes of your time.

Use the next button to go to the next page once you have filled out all the questions on the page. Use the prev
button to go back one page.

About your privacy

We value your privacy and will process your answers anonymously. The answers of all participants in this survey
will be used to gain insight in how pre-made summaries can be helpful for different types of studying activities.
The answers will be presented in a research paper about this topic. This will be done either in an aggregated
manner, or by citing verbatim examples of the answers. Again, this will all be done anonymously.

I agree that I have read and understood the instructions. I also understand that my participation in
this survey is voluntarily.
□ I agree

4http://surveymonkey.com
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q2 Important! Some background knowledge you need to know

Throughout this survey we make use of the term pre-made summary. It is very important that you understand
what this means. On this page we explain this term, so please make sure to read this carefully.

Definition pre-made summary

One type of summary is one that you make yourself. Another type of summary is one that has been made for you.
In this survey, we focus on this latter type and we call them pre-made summaries.

Who makes these pre-made summaries?

These pre-made summaries can be made by a person, for example your teacher, your friend, a fellow student or
someone at some official organisation, etc. The pre-made summaries can also be made by a computer.

What kinds of summaries are we talking about?

There are no restrictions on what these pre-made summaries can look like. On the contrary, that is one of the
things we aim to find out with this survey! But, to give some examples, you could think of a written overview of a
text book, highlights in text to draw your attention to important bits, blog posts, etc. These are really just examples
and don’t let them limit your creativity! You can come up with any example of a pre-made summary that is helpful
for you.

Yes, I understand what a pre-made summary is!
□ Yes

Q3 Please think back to your recent study activities. Examples of study activities can be: studying for an exam, writing
a paper, doing homework exercises, etc. Note that these are just examples, any other study activity is fine too.

Did you use a pre-made summary in any of these study activities?
□ Yes – participants are led to Q6
□ No – participants are led to Q4

Q4 Can you think of one of your recent study activities where a pre-made summary would have been
useful for you?
□ Yes – participants are led to Q25
□ No – participants are led to Q5

Q5 Why do you think a pre-made summary would not have helped you with any of your recent study
activities?

Open response – participants are led to Q48

Start branch of participants who described an existing summary

If you have multiple study activities where you used a pre-made summary, please take the one where you found
the pre-made summary most useful.
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q6 The original study material consisted of
□ Mainly text – participants are led to Q8
□ Mainly figures – participants are led to Q7
□ Mainly video – participants are led to Q7
□ Mainly audio – participants are led to Q7
□ A combination of some or all of the above – participants are led to Q7
□ I do not know, because I have not seen the study material – participants are led to Q7
□ Other (please specify) – participants are led to Q7

Q7 For now we narrow down our survey to study material that is mostly textual. Do you recall any other
recent study activity where you made use of a pre-made summary and where the original study
material mainly consisted of text?
□ Yes – participants are led to Q8
□ No – participants are led to Q48

Q8 What was the goal of this study activity?
□ Studying for an exam
□ Writing a paper / essay / report / etc.
□ Doing homework exercises
□ Other (please specify)

Q9 Who made this pre-made summary?
□ A teacher or teaching assistant
□ A fellow student
□ An official organisation
□ The authors of the original study material
□ A computer program
□ I am not sure, I found it online
□ Other (please specify)

Now some questions will follow about what the study material that was summarized looked like.

Q10 What was the length of the study material?
□ A single article
□ Multiple articles
□ A single book chapter
□ Multiple book chapters from the same book
□ Multiple book chapters from various books
□ A combination of the above
□ I do not know because I have not seen the study material, only the summary
□ Other (please specify)
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q11 How was the study material structured? (Multiple answers possible)
□ There was no particular structure - e.g. just one large text
□ The text contained a title or titles
□ The text contained subheadings
□ The text consisted of different chapters
□ The text consisted of different sections and / or paragraphs
□ I do not know because I have not seen the study material, only the summary
□ Other (please specify)

Q12 What was the genre of the study material?
□ Mainly educational (such as a text book (chapter))
□ Mainly scientific (such as an academic article, publication, report, etc)
□ Mainly nonfiction writing (such as (auto)biographies, history books, etc)
□ Mainly fiction writing (such as novels, short fictional stories, etc)
□ Other (please specify)

Q13 How would you classify the difficulty level of the study material?
□ Ordinary: most people would be able to understand it
□ Specialized: you need to know the jargon of the field to be able to understand it
□ Geographically based: you can only understand it if you are familiar with a certain area, for example because it

contains local names

Now we will ask some questions about the purpose of the pre-made summary that you used.

Q14 The summary was made specifically to help me (and potentially fellow students) with my study
activity.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree Strongly agree I don’t know

□ □ □ □ □ □

Q15 For what type of people was the summary intended? Your score can range from (1) Untargetted, to (5)
Targetted.

Untargetted: No
domain

knowledge is
expected from the

users of the
summmary.

Targetted: Full
domain

knowledge is
expected from the

users of the
summmary.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

□ □ □ □ □
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q16 How did this summary help you with your task? (Multiple answers possible)
□ The summary helped to retrieve parts of the original study material
□ I used the summary to preview the text that I was about to read
□ I used the summary as a substitute for the original study material
□ I used the summary to refresh my memory of the original study material
□ I used the summary as a reminder that I had to read the original study material
□ The summary helped to get an overview of the original study material
□ The summary helped to understand the original study material
□ Other (please specify)

Q17 What was the type of the summary?
□ Lecture notes
□ Blog post
□ Highlights of some kind in the original study material
□ Abstractive piece of text, such as a written overview of a text book, an abstract of a paper, etc.
□ Short video
□ A slide show
□ Other (please specify)

Q18 How was the summary structured? (Multiple answers possible)
□ The summary was a running text, without particular structure
□ The summary consisted of highlights in the original study material, without particular structure
□ The summary itself contained special formatting, such as bold or cursive text, highlights, etc
□ The summary contained diagrams
□ The summary contained tables
□ The summary contained graphs
□ The summary contained figures
□ The summary contained headings
□ The summary consisted of different sections / paragraphs
□ Other (please specify)

Q19 How much of the study material was covered by the summary?

None of the study
material was

covered

Almost none of
the study material

was covered

Some of the study
material was

covered

Most of the study
material was

covered

All of the study
material was

covered

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

□ □ □ □ □
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q20 What was the style of this summary?
□ Informative: the summary simply conveyed the information that was in the original study material
□ Indicative: the summary gave an idea of the topic of the study material, but not more
□ Critical: the summary gave a critical review of the study material
□ Aggregative: the summary put different source texts in relation to one another and by doing this gave an

overview of a certain topic
□ Other (please specify)

Q21 Overall, how helpful was the pre-made summary for you? Your score can range from (1) Not helpful at
all, to (5) Very helpful.

Not helpful at all Very helpful

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

□ □ □ □ □

Q22 Imagine you could turn this summary into your ideal summary. What would you change?

Open response

Q23 Is there anything else you want us to know about the summary that we have not covered yet?

Open response

Q24 Is there anything else you want us to know about the original study material that we have not covered
yet?

Open response – participants are led to Q40

Start branch of participants who described an imagined summary

Please take one of these study activities in mind and imagine you would have had a pre-made summary.

Q25 The original study material consisted of
□ Mainly text – participants are led to Q27
□ Mainly figures – participants are led to Q26
□ Mainly video – participants are led to Q26
□ Mainly audio – participants are led to Q26
□ A combination of some or all of the above – participants are led to Q26
□ Other (please specify) – participants are led to Q26
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q26 For now we narrow down our survey to study material that is mostly textual. Do you recall any other
recent study activity where you could have used a pre-made summary and where the original study
material mainly consisted of text?
□ Yes – participants are led to Q27
□ No – participants are led to Q48

Q27 What was the goal of this study activity?
□ Studying for an exam
□ Writing a paper / essay / report / etc.
□ Doing homework exercises
□ Other (please specify)

Now some questions will follow about what the study material that could be summarized looked like.

Q28 What was the length of the study material?
□ A single article
□ Multiple articles
□ A single book chapter
□ Multiple book chapters from the same book
□ Multiple book chapters from various books
□ A combination of the above
□ Other (please specify)

Q29 How was the study material structured? (Multiple answers possible)
□ There was no particular structure - e.g. just one large text
□ The text contained a title or titles
□ The text contained subheadings
□ The text consisted of different chapters
□ The text consisted of different sections and / or paragraphs
□ Other (please specify)

Q30 What was the genre of the study material?
□ Mainly educational (such as a text book (chapter))
□ Mainly scientific (such as an academic article, publication, report, etc)
□ Mainly nonfiction writing (such as (auto)biographies, history books, etc)
□ Mainly fiction writing (such as novels, short fictional stories, etc)
□ Other (please specify)
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q31 How would you classify the difficulty level of the study material?
□ Ordinary: most people would be able to understand it
□ Specialized: you need to know the jargon of the field to be able to understand it
□ Geographically based: you can only understand it if you are familiar with a certain area, for example because it

contains local names

Now we will ask some questions about the purpose of the pre-made summary that would have been helpful.

Q32 For what type of people should the summary ideally be intended? Your score can range from (1)
Untargetted, to (5) Targetted.

Untargetted: No
domain

knowledge is
expected from the

users of the
summmary.

Targetted: Full
domain

knowledge is
expected from the

users of the
summmary.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

□ □ □ □ □

Q33 How would this summary help you with your task? (Multiple answers possible)
□ The summary would help to retrieve parts of the original study material
□ I would use the summary to preview the text that I was about to read
□ I would use the summary as a substitute for the original study material
□ I would use the summary to refresh my memory of the original study material
□ I would use the summary as a reminder that I had to read the original study material
□ The summary would help to get an overview of the original study material
□ The summary would help to understand the original study material’,
□ Other (please specify)

Now we will ask some questions about what the summary should look like and cover.

Q34 What would be the ideal type of the summary?
□ Lecture notes
□ Blog post
□ Highlights of some kind in the original study material
□ Abstractive piece of text, such as a written overview of a text book, an abstract of a paper, etc.
□ Short video
□ A slide show
□ Other (please specify)
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q35 What is the ideal structure of the summary? (Multiple answers possible)
□ The summary should be a running text, without particular structure
□ The summary should consist of highlights in the original study material, without particular structure
□ The summary itself should contain special formatting, such as bold or cursive text, highlights, etc.
□ The summary should contain diagrams
□ The summary should contain tables
□ The summary should contain graphs
□ The summary should contain figures
□ The summary should contain headings
□ The summary should consist of different sections / paragraphs
□ Other (please specify)

Q36 How much of the study material should be covered by the summary?

None of the study
material should
be covered

Almost none of
the study material
should be covered

Some of the study
material should
be covered

Most of the study
material should
be covered

All of the study
material should
be covered

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

□ □ □ □ □

Q37 What should the style of this summary be?
□ Informative: the summary should simply convey the information that was in the original study material
□ Indicative: the summary should give an idea of the topic of the study material, but not more
□ Critical: the summary should give a critical review of the study material
□ Aggregative: the summary should put different source texts in relation to one another and by doing this give an

overview of a certain topic
□ Other (please specify)

Q38 Is there anything else you would want us to know about your ideal summary that we have not covered
yet?

Open response

Q39 Is there anything else you would want us to know about the original study material that we have not
covered yet?

Open response

Look out questions

Now, let’s assume the pre-made summary was generated by a computer. You can assume that this machine
generated summary captures all the needs you have identified in the previous questions.
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q40 Would it make a difference to you whether the summary was generated by a computer program or by
a human?
□ Yes – participants are led to Q41
□ No – participants are led to Q43

Q41 Please explain the difference.

Open response

Q42 Which type of summary would you trust more:
□ A summary generated by a human, for example a teacher or a good performing fellow student
□ A summary generated by a computer
□ No difference

Q43 Please explain your answer.

Open response

Q44 Which type of summary would you trust more:
□ A summary generated by a human, for example a teacher or a good performing fellow student
□ A summary generated by a computer
□ No difference

Now imagine that you can interact with the computer program that made the summary, in the form of a digital
assistant. Imagine that your digital assistant made an initial summary for you and you can ask questions about it to
your digital assistant and the assistant can answer them. Answers can be voice output, but also screen output, e.g. a
written summary on the screen. In the next part we would like to investigate how you would interact with the
assistant. Please do not feel restricted by the capabilities of today’s digital assistants.

Q45 Please choose the three most useful features for a digital assistant to have in this scenario.
□ Summarize particular parts of the study material with more detail
□ Summarize particular parts of the study material with less detail
□ Switch between different summary styles (for example highlighting vs a generated small piece of text)
□ Explain why particular pieces ended up in the summary
□ Provide the source of certain parts of the summary on request
□ Search for different related sources based on the content of the summary
□ Answer specific questions based on the content of the summary
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Question Nr. Question and Answer Options

Q46 Please choose the three least useful features for a digital assistant to have in this scenario.
□ Summarize particular parts of the study material with more detail
□ Summarize particular parts of the study material with less detail
□ Switch between different summary styles (for example highlighting vs a generated small piece of text)
□ Explain why particular pieces ended up in the summary
□ Provide the source of certain parts of the summary on request
□ Search for different related sources based on the content of the summary
□ Answer specific questions based on the content of the summary

Q47 Can you think of any other features that you would like your digital assistant to have to help you in
this scenario?

Open response

Background questions

Thank you for filling out this survey so far! We would still like to ask you two final background questions.

Q48 What is the current level of education you are pursuing?
□ Bachelor’s degree
□ Master’s degree
□ MBA
□ Other, please specify

Q49 What is your main field of study?

Open response

Thank you!

You have come to the end of our survey. Thanks a lot for helping out! We very much appreciate your time.

Q50 If you would like to participate in the raffle to win a voucher, please fill out your e-mail address below.
We will only use this e-mail address to blindly draw 10 names who win a voucher and to contact you if
your name has been drawn.

Open response
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D EXAMPLES EVALUATION QUESTIONS
Here we give additional examples for the evaluation questions that
can be used for our proposed evaluation methodology. The phrase
“a document that is important for your task" should be substituted to
match the task at hand. For example, in the case of exam prepara-
tions, this could be replaced with “a chapter that you need to learn
for your exam preparation". Only the questions with the intended
purpose factors should be used in the evaluation.

Purpose factor Use & Output factor Style:
• The style of which of these two summaries is most useful to you
to retrieve a document that is important for your task?

• The style of which of these two summaries is most useful to you
to preview a document that is important for your task?

• The style of which of these two summaries is most useful to you
to substitute a document that is important for your task?

• The style of which of these two summaries is most useful to you
to refresh your memory about a document that is important for
your task?

• The style of which of these two summaries is most useful to you
to prompt you to read a source text that is important for your
task?

Purpose factor Use & Output factor Format:
• The format of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to retrieve a document that is important for your task?

• The format of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to preview a document that is important for your task?

• The format of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to substitute a document that is important for your task?

• The format of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to refresh your memory about a document that is important
for your task?

• The format of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to prompt you to read a source text that is important for your
task?

Purpose factor Use & Output factorMaterial:
• The coverage of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to retrieve a document that is important for your task?

• The coverage of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to preview a document that is important for your task?

• The coverage of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to substitute a document that is important for your task?

• The coverage of which of these two summaries is most useful to
you to refresh your memory about a document that is important
for your task?

• The coverage of which of these two summaries is most useful
to you to prompt you to read a source text that is important for
your task?
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